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Abstract Social spiders are thought to predominantly receive information about their environment through vibrational cues.
Thus, group living introduces the challenge of distinguishing useful vibrational information from the background noise
of nestmates. Here we investigate whether spatial proximity between colony-mates may allow social spiders (Stegodyphus
dumicola) to reduce background noise that might obstruct vibrational information from prey. To do so, we constructed
experimental colonies and measured whether the number of spiders in proximity to one another whilst resting could predict
the number of spiders that participated in prey capture. Additionally, we exposed spider colonies to five different simulated
vibrational cues mimicking prey to determine which cue types spiders were most responsive to. We found that the number
of spiders huddled together prior to foraging trials was positively correlated with the number of spiders participating in
collective foraging. Furthermore, colonies responded more quickly to pulsed vibrational cues over other types of vibrational
patterns. Together these data reveal that both social interactions and prey cues shape how social sit-and-wait predators
experience and respond to their environment.
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Introduction
A spider’s web serves many important functions. Primarily, the web acts as a net trap to ensnare and retain prey
(Chacon and Eberhard 1980; Scharf et al. 2011). However,
the web also acts to extend the spider’s senses, interfacing
them with the surrounding environment. Through vibrational cues transmitted along their webs, spiders receive
important information about their environment, such as
the size, type, and distance of prey items in their webs,
the presence and/or types of nearby predators, the presence
and/or sex of nearby conspecifics, and more (Barth 1982).
The majority of spiders that construct a capture web are
solitary (Lubin and Bilde 2007), and therefore the vibrations they experience are either from prey, enemies, potential mates, or environmental noise. A small minority of
web-building spiders, however, live in cooperative groups
(Avilés and Guevara 2017; Pruitt and Avilés 2017) which
can add noise from colony mates when interpreting vibrational cues.
Group living in spiders is rare, but has evolved several times to allow successful capture of large and infrequent prey items that would otherwise be impossible for
a single spider to subdue unassisted (Whitehouse and Lubin 2005; Lubin and Bilde 2007; Powers and Aviles 2007;
Yip et al. 2008). Although group living may solve this

p articular problem, it also introduces obstacles that are not
encountered by solitary living spiders. One major obstacle
that needs to be overcome in the transition from solitary
to group living is the ability to distinguish prey cues from
background vibrations caused by colony mates. Furthermore, there is need to coordinate the collective prey capture dynamics of the group. Some spiders appear to have
solved this problem by approaching prey using pulses of
movement interspersed with collective quiescence, which
allows the group to reorient towards prey without signal
jamming (Krafft and Pasquet 1991). Other observations
suggestion that some species of social spider use vibratory
recruitment signals to attract colony mates to assist with
prey capture (Bradoo 1980). However, apart from these
studies, very little is known about how these cooperative
sit-and-wait predators sense and respond to their vibratory
world.
Stegodyphus dumicola is a social spider native to southern Africa which lives in colonies containing up to several hundred individuals (Parthasarathy and Somanathan
2018), and they construct dense three-dimensional silken
retreats with one to several two-dimensional capture webs
radiating away from it (Seibt and Wickler 1990). While in
their retreats, the spiders tend to rest in groups in which
they interact and are often in physical contact (Hunt et al.
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Methods
Animal collection
Resting interactions
In the summer of 2015 naturally-occurring S. dumicola
colonies were collected from roadside fences and bushes around Upington (28°27′22″S 21°14′7″E), located in
the Northern Cape of South Africa. Colonies were then
brought back to the laboratory at University of Pittsburgh
where the experiments were performed.

2018). When a prey item becomes ensnared, vibratory cues
from the struggling prey recruit spiders from the retreat
to the capture web, where they cooperatively subdue and
eventually consume the prey (Whitehouse and Lubin 1999;
Amir et al. 2000). Unlike many social insects and some
social spiders, all individuals in S. dumicola colonies are
the same age and thus do not exhibit any age-related division of labor such as temporal polyethism (Seeley 1982) or
repertoire expansion (Seid and Traniello 2006).
Collective actions in many taxa are coordinated
through local social interactions. For many animals, spatial proximity is necessary for a social interaction to occur
and therefore the spatial organization of individuals can
impact the collective behavior of a group (Pinter-Wollman
et al. 2017a). In S. dumicola, resting interactions up to four
days before a collective prey attack can impact an attack’s
efficiency (Hunt et al. 2019). In short, greater connectivity among adult nestmates immediately prior to an attack
increased attack speed, possibly due to higher rates of information sharing through vibrations between individuals.
It is unknown, however, if colony size influences resting
networks although we know that individuals in smaller
colonies are more likely to participate in collective prey
capture. Furthermore, nest structures that facilitate close
social proximity lead to more swift and efficient collective
prey capture (Modlmeier et al. 2014a) and when colonies
are fragmented between more than one nest structure, the
structure with the most individuals capture prey fastest
(Najm et al. 2019). Therefore, here we aim to test the hypothesis that participation in prey capture will scale positively with the number of individuals resting together prior
to the prey capture event.
Social interactions, however, are not be the only property that influences how or whether a colony attacks prey.
Previous studies in S. dumicola have shown that the mere
presence of predator cues (e.g. vibratory, olfactory, etc.)
can greatly reduce both the speed and number of spiders
during prey attack (Wright et al. 2017). Additionally, vibrational cues communicate information to spiders about
the identity of the ensnared item, like whether it is innocuous prey or a dangerous ant predator (Keiser et al. 2015;
Pruitt et al. 2016; Wright et al. 2016). Experiments have
further shown that S. dumcola colonies can be trained to
associate different vibrational cues with prey and predators, and respond appropriately (Pruitt et al. 2016), and that
the personality distribution of groups may also determine
aspects of collective behavior (Beleyur et al. 2015; Wright
et al. 2015; Parthasarathy et al. 2019). Thus, it is clear
that both contact-based interactions as well as vibrational cues are important for determining collective hunting
behavior (Pruitt et al. 2016; Hunt et al. 2019). Therefore,
the second hypothesis that we test here is that different
vibrational cues will elicit different collective hunting
behavior, and we predict that pulsed vibratory cues will
elicit greater attack proficiency than continuous or more
random vibratory cues because pulsed cues may give the
attackers updated information about the prey’s location,
similar to the synchronized pausing behavior mentioned
earlier.
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Vibration cues
In November of 2015 we collected naturally-occurring
S. dumicola colonies (N = 7) from roadside fences and bushes around the cities of Upington (28°27′22″S 21°14′7″E)
and Groblershoop (28°53′50″S 21°59′4″E) in the Northern
Cape of South Africa. Colonies were then taken to an apartment in Upington where the experiment was performed.
Colony construction
Resting interactions
We set up 23 colonies of six subadult spiders in 1L clear
plastic cups containing three twigs of Acacia mellifera in
a criss-cross pattern for the spiders to use as a substrate
for constructing uniform capture webs. Average prosoma
widths of all experimental colonies combined were 2.21 mm,
and average prosoma widths for each experimental colony
(mean of six spiders) ranged from 1.38 mm to 2.57 mm.
Spiders from different source colonies were never mixed
to maintain natural levels familiarity and relatedness between individuals (Modlmeier et al. 2014b; Laskowski
et al. 2016). Colonies were given 48 hours to construct capture webs prior to prey attack assays. Colonies were fed
one cricket each day as part of each foraging trial.
Vibration cues
From the seven original source colonies we created 49
experimental groups each containing 10 subadult spiders
of similar size by haphazardly selecting spiders from the
same source colony and placing them into new containers
(300 ml parfait cups) containing three A. mellifera twigs
for the spiders to use as a substrate for constructing capture
webs. Capture web area was uniform for each colony because they were constructed on the rim of each cup, which
each had a rim diameter of 8 cm. Thus the area for each
capture web was approximately 50 cm2. Spiders were not
fed during this experiment given its short duration.
Collective prey attack
Resting interactions
In order to standardize hunger levels, each colony was fed
three crickets before the start of the experiment and then
starved for a week. We tested each colony’s collective foraging 5 times by placing a cricket in the center of the capture
web and measuring the latency until the first spider made
contact with the prey as well as the number of attackers in
the capture web during the attack. Before each foraging
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assay, we recorded the number of spiders that were resting
in physical contact with one another inside of the retreat.
The latency to attack, number of attackers, and number of
spiders in physical contact with one another were averaged
over these 5 trials, and these averages were used as our
final colony scores quantifying prey attack behavior and
resting interactions. These tests were performed once daily
over five days, and ordered haphazardly each day.

AQ1

Vibration cues
To determine the effect of vibratory cue on prey capture
behavior, we conducted two GLMM tests with average latency to attack or average number of attackers as dependent variables, and the type of vibratory stimulus as a fixed
effect. Experimental colony ID was nested within source
colony ID and set as random effects. Differences between
treatments were analyzed using post hoc Tukey tests.
We also re-ran the same models on the three treatments using the Arduinos (continuous, random on/off, and
random treatments) and separately on the two treatments
using the Magic Purple Bullet (long pulse and short) to
control for device bias. Post hoc Tukey tests were then performed to see if patterns of significance remained for the
vibratory cues in each device.
All statistical analysis was conducted in the software
JMP Pro 14.1 (SAS reference).

Vibration cues
Once capture webs were constructed, colonies were randomly assigned to receive one of 5 vibrational cues as follows: (1) continuous vibration (N = 10); (2) short pulsed
vibrations (4 pulses/sec (N = 9)); (3) long pulsed vibrations
(2 pulses/sec (N = 10)); (4) vibration on for a random period between 0.5–1 seconds and off for 2 seconds (random
on/off) (N=10); and (5) vibration on for a random period
between 0.5–1.5 seconds and off for a random period between 0.5–1.5 seconds (N = 10). These vibrations are meant
to mimic a variety of prey items from winged insects that
buzz more continuously (e.g. bees and flies) (vibrations
1–3) or intermittently (e.g. moths and butterflies) (vibration
4) to insects that may give off more irregular vibratory cues
such as beetles or ants (vibration 5). Vibrations 1, 4, and 5
were performed using an Arduino as in (Pinter-Wollman
et al. 2017b) (see supplementary document for code), and
vibrations 2 and 3 were performed using different settings
on a hand-held vibratory device (Magic Purple Bullet). We
discuss the potential caveats of using two different devices
in the discussion.
Prey capture assays were performed by placing a small
piece of white paper (1 cm2) in the center of the capture
web and vibrating it with the instruments mentioned
above. The devices do not come into contact with the web,
just the paper. These vibrations elicited an attack response
from 100% of spider colonies. We recorded latency until
the contact of the first spider with the paper (latency to attack), as well as the total number of spiders participating
in the attack sequence at the moment the first spider made
contact (number of attackers). Collective foraging assays
were performed 4 times on each group over the course of 4
days, once daily at 11:00 am. We were not able to perform
the assays blind, as the vibrations produced by each device are distinct. However, observing latency to attack and
the number of attackers responding is straightforward and
not overtly susceptible to biased interpretation. The average of these 4 trials were used as our measure of colony
responsiveness.

Results
Resting interactions
Colonies in which more spiders were resting in contact had
more individuals that participated in collective foraging:
(F1,14.19 = 13.93, p = 0.002; Fig. 1). On day one of observation, 83% of attackers were found to be part of the resting
groups, and in 88% of cases the first spider to attack was
part of the resting group. The number of spiders resting in
contact, however, did not predict colonies’ latency to attack
prey: (F1,14.99 = 0.35, p = 0.57).
Vibration Cues
We found significant effects of vibratory cue on both latency to attack (F4,49 = 9.79, p = 0.0006) and the number
of attackers (F4,49 = 10.03, p = 0.0005). For latency to attack, descriptively, the random on/off treatment resulted in
the slowest attacks (longest latencies) followed by random,
continuous, short pulse, and finally long pulse, though not
all of these differences were significant. Please see Fig. 2A
for the significant differences. The random on/off treatment
is characterized by brief vibrations interspersed with longer pauses. For the number of attackers, the random cue
resulted in over 60% more attackers than all cues except
for the continuous cue (Fig. 2B).
For the treatments using either Arduinos or the Magic
Purple Bullet in isolation, intra-device post hoc Tukey tests
fully recapitulated the patterns of significance in the first
analysis that included all vibratory cues regardless of the
device used.

Statistical methods
Resting interactions
To determine the effect of resting interactions on prey attack dynamics, average latency to attack or average number of attackers were used as the dependent variables in
general linear mixed models (GLMM) with the fixed effect of average number of spiders resting with one another,
and the random effect of experimental colony ID nested in
source colony ID.
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Discussion
The speed and voracity with which social predators attack prey can be jointly influenced by social dynamics in
the predator and cues from the prey. Our findings support
our first hypothesis that greater number of resting interactions, in the moments prior to an attack enhances attack
intensity in social spider colonies (Fig. 1). We also found
support for our second hypothesis: Different vibrational
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There are several reasons why group cohesion may influence the voracity in which S. dumicola responds to prey
cues. The first has to do with information transfer. Because
S. dumicola lives in colonies often containing hundreds of
other individuals, the ability of nestmates to both send and
receive information about potential prey is central to survival, as failing to respond quickly and forcefully to large
and infrequent prey could be extremely costly. Given that
most information for social spiders is vibrational in nature,
adaptations that increases the reliability of vibrational information should be favored. Interacting with nestmates
may be one such method of ensuring information reliability, as the movement of nearby conspecifics responding to perceived prey cues and catalyzing a prey response
in their neighbors may result in a faster and larger prey
response than would occur if every spider ignored social
cues and simply acted individually in response to perceived prey cues (Treherne and Foster 1981). The degree
of group cohesion, then, may undergird the dynamics of
social influence and susceptibility observed in this species
(Pinter-Wollman et al. 2016; Pruitt et al. 2018). Additionally, responding to conspecific social cues may help dilute
risk (Foster and Treherne 1981), especially for potentially
dangerous prey items like wasps, ants, and other welldefended venomous species commonly found in S. dumicola capture webs that can occasionally kill attacking
spiders (Wright et al. pers. obs). It is notable that we did
not find a relationship between resting interactions and
latency to attack. This may be due to the size of the containers used, which may not have allowed for substantial
variation between colonies to emerge, or resting interactions may just cause others to join in an attack and thus
may not influence attack speed per se.
We further found that colonies attacked more swiftly
in response to steady, pulsed vibratory cues than random
and nearly continuous (Fig. 2). In Anelosimus eximius
social spiders, individuals participating in collective attacks exhibit a synchronized stop-and-go behavior called
synchronized pausing (Krafft and Pasquet 1991). Iterative
pauses during attack have been observed in solitary species as well, and the behavior is thought to give the spider a
brief moment to update their information about the prey’s
location and reorient (Mielle 1978). In social spiders, however, this is not straightforward because the presence of
often several hundred nestmates can contribute to vibrational noise. Therefore, at least one species of social spider
(A. eximius) has evolved the ability to collectively synchronize their pauses to give attacking spiders a “silent”
moment to reorient to prey cues (Krafft and Pasquet 1991).
Whether this behavior is present in other social spiders is
currently unknown, but differences in the web structure and
individual size between A. eximius and S dumicola may result in different ways to achieve the same noise-cancelling
effect. Our finding that prey cues composed of regular long
and/or short pulsed vibrations elicit the swiftest attack responses suggests that short pauses in prey cues may allow
the spiders to have those ‘silent’ moment. In addition, it
is possible that these pulsed vibrations are more similar
to vibrations of struggling prey, rather than the consistent
cues of something like wind or the constant movement of

Figure 1. Relationship between the number of spiders resting in
contact prior to foraging and the average number of spiders attacking during foraging. The line represents the best fit regression and
the shaded area is the 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 2. The effect of vibratory cue on collective foraging measured as latency to attack in seconds (A) and total number of attackers (B). Error bars depict standard error. Purple bars refer to cues
delivered by the Magic Purple Bullet vibratory device, and grey
bars refer to cues given by Arduino devices. Bars that do not share
a letter reflect statistically significant differences using a post hoc
Tukey test.

cues elicited different collective prey attack responses. In
particular, pulsed vibratory prey cues resulted in faster attack speeds, whereas random and continuous cues elicited
more attackers (Fig. 2).
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co-attacking conspecifics. Given that synchronized pausing has not been observed in S. dumicola, this species may
rely more heavily on pauses in their prey’s movement, rather than their nestmates, to reorient and to differentiate prey
cues from other vibratory noise. A reliance on prey cues
for predators have been observed across a broad range of
animal taxa (Peake 2005; Creel and Christianson 2008).
For the number of attackers, the random treatment elicited the greatest number of attackers, while all other vibratory cues except for the continuous treatment exhibited only
two-thirds the number of attackers. For the random cue, we
observed that spiders were constantly being recruited and
then abandoning the chase when the vibrations stopped, resulting in an ever-growing number of seemingly interested
and alert spiders being recruited to the capture web, but
then taking considerable time to discover the source. Another qualitative observation was that the random vibration
cue resulted in a slower attack speed too, because attackers
so often abandon their pursuit in these cases. Conversely,
treatments where spiders responded more quickly had less
time for other spiders to be recruited, which explains the
fewer number of attackers in response to pulsed vibrational
cues. Thus, the number of attackers per se may not always
be a reliable indicator of attack proficiency. A potentially
important caveat to our findings stems from the use of two
different types of vibratory devices to deliver vibratory
cues to spider colonies. Because of this, we cannot rule out
the possibility that our results may be driven by the spiders
favoring vibratory properties, such as vibration intensity,
which was stronger in the device delivering the pulsed cues
(Magic Purple Bullet) compared with the device delivering
all other cues (Arduino).
To conclude, our findings show that both interactions
and vibratory cues are important for response to prey by
social sit and wait predators. More investigations about
the role of resting interactions in social spiders would be
particularly useful for understanding how social groups
optimize collective hunting speed and magnitude, and the
underlying mechanisms that cause groups with greater
contact to behave more aggressively. Moreover, studies investigating the way various social spider taxa respond to
an even wider spectrum of vibrational types and intensities
will help to shape our understanding of the unique adaptations to group living social spiders have made to efficiently
hunt in a social group. Studies that can detect and recreate
(via playbacks) the vibratory cues of prey and conspecifics
will be particularly useful in understanding these animals’
vibratory world.
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